More than 200 Islamic financial institutions (IFI) are operating in 48 countries. Their combined assets exceed $200 billion with an annual growth rate between 12% and 15%. The regulatory regime governing Islamic financial institutions varies significantly across countries. A number of international organizations have been established with the mandate to set standards that would strengthen and eventually harmonize prudential regulations as they apply to IFI. The paper contributes to the discussion on the nature of the prudential standards to be developed. It clarifies the risks IFI are exposed to and the type of regulation that would be needed to systemically manage them. It considers that the industry is still in a development process whose eventual outcome is the convergence of the practice of Islamic financial intermediation with its conceptual foundations. Accordingly, the paper contrasts the risks and regulation that would be needed in the case of Islamic financial intermediation operating according to a) core principles, and b) current practice. Implications for approaches to capital adequacy, licensing requirements and reliance on market discipline are outlined. An organization of the industry that would allow it to develop in compliance with its principles and prudent risk management, and facilitate its regulation is proposed.
estimates, it is expected that Islamic banking will be able to attract 40% to 50% of the total savings of the Muslim population worldwide within the next few years. Ali (2002) ; see also Archer & Ahmed (2003) . 3 With some estimates close to $250 billion. According to the Association of Islamic Banks, as of 1997, 29% of Islamic banks were in South Asia, 20% in Africa, 18% in South East Asia and 15% in the Middle East, 12% in the GCC countries, 5% in Europe and America and 1% in Asia. See Archer & Ahmed (2003) . 4 Zaher & Hassan (2001) . 5 Sundarajan and Errico (2002) .
International Islamic Rating Agency (IIRA), the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) and the Liquidity Management Center (LMC). 6 While the rapid expansion of Islamic financing activity has created expectations, it has also raised apprehensions on the risks that may be associated with it. Financial innovation often brings with it changes in the perception of risk. Merton (1995) makes the point that "less apparent understanding of the new environment can create a sense of greater risk even if the objective level of risk in the system is unchanged or reduced".
Islamic finance is not immune to such perceptions. The emergence of Islamic finance on the world financial landscape presents challenges similar to that of financial innovation.
In line with Merton's observation, it is generating concerns on the inherent risks it presents and their possible spillover on the rest of the financial system as it is less well understood than conventional finance. This perception is compounded by a number of factors specific to Islamic finance that may add hurdles to its understanding and uncertainty as to the nature of Islamic financial intermediation. First, there is the divergence between the paradigm of Islamic finance, or its theoretic conception, and the way it is practiced in many instances. 7 Second, actual Islamic financial institutions have to adapt to their environment where they have to compete with conventional financial intermediaries and do not have access to the same money market instruments for liquidity management purposes. Third, each institution's Shariah board and prevailing local legal tradition and interpretations combine with the market's competitive pressure to shape the activity of each Islamic financial institution (IFI). Fourth, in most of the jurisdictions, IFI are still required to comply with the regulations governing conventional financing and to use accounting standards that may not be fully adapted to the substance of their business activities. Fifth, there are variations within the paradigm reflecting five schools of thought, each providing 6 For a description of the role of each institution, see Ali (2002) . 7 See for instance Moody's (2001) , which reports that "A survey of published accounts indicates that most Islamic banks do not see their on-balance sheet deposits as being profit-and-loss sharing", Special Comment, January. its own interpretation on the nature of financial transactions and products that may or not be compatible with Shariah. 8 This paper's objective is a contribution to the clarification of the risks IFI are exposed to and the type of regulation required to systemically manage them. In pursuing this objective, the paper considers that the industry is still in a development process whose eventual outcome is the convergence of practice with conceptual foundations. It consequently distinguishes, for analytical purposes, theoretical and practiced Islamic financial intermediation, the risks they present and the regulation they call for.
In addressing the foregoing issues, the paper deals first in section I with the nature of Islamic financial intermediation, that is the functions it aims to fulfill. Section II then identifies the risks associated with those functions. These two first sections lay the ground for section III, where the nature of regulation that may be needed is considered.
In each of the foregoing areas, a distinction is made between the paradigm Islamic financial intermediation and a stylization of prevailing practice. Section IV outlines a vision for the industry. Finally section V concludes on the challenges lying ahead in the development of a regulatory framework for IFI.
Section I: Functions of Financial Intermediation
Financial systems are crucial for efficient allocation of resources in a modern economy. Their landscape is determined by the nature of financial intermediation, i.e.
how the function of intermediation is performed and who intermediates between suppliers and users of the funds. The acquiring and processing of information about economic entities, the packaging and repackaging of financial claims, and the financial contracting are common elements in the activities that differentiate financial intermediation from other economic activities.
9 8 The five schools are: Hanafi, Shafei, Hanbali, Maliki and Ibadi. These differences are not further discussed in this paper. Please refer to Saleh (1986) . 9 Draper and Hoag (1978) .
The main functions of a financial intermediary are asset transformation, conduct of orderly payments, brokerage and risk transformation. Asset transformation takes place in the form of matching the demand and supply of financial assets and liabilities (e.g., deposits, equity, credit, loans and insurance) and entails the transformation of maturity, scale, and place of financial assets and liabilities of ultimate borrowers and lenders. The function of administration of an accounting and payments system (e.g., check transfer, electronic funds transfer, settlement, clearing) is considered another important intermediation. Typically, financial intermediaries have also offered pure brokerage or match-making between the borrowers and lenders, and facilitated the demand and supply of non-tangible and contingent assets and liabilities, such as collateral, guarantees, financial advice, and custodial services.
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Financial intermediaries not only channel resources from capital surplus agents (generally households) to capital deficit ones (corporate sector), they also allow intertemporal smoothing of households' consumption and businesses' expenditures and thus allow both firms and households to share risks. 11 Since the early 1980s increased financial market complexity and volatility have led financial intermediaries to innovate and offer products to mitigate, transfer and share financial risks.
12

A -Islamic Financial Intermediation: Nature of Contracts
One may view the Islamic financial system as grounded in four basic principles: a) risk -sharing --the terms of financial transactions need to reflect a symmetrical risk/ return distribution each participant to the transaction may face; b) materiality --a financial transaction needs to have a "material finality", that is it is directly or indirectly linked to a real economic transaction; c) no exploitation -a financial transaction should not lead to the exploitation of any party to the transaction; and d) no financing of sinful 10 Scholtens (1993) . 11 Allen & Gale (2000) . 12 Demand for risk management and hedging tools suddenly increased after the breakdown of Bretton Woods system in early 1970s, which resulted in increased volatility in foreign exchange and interest rates. Other factors stimulating financial innovations are liberalization of capital accounts, deregulations and breakthroughs in technology. See also Grais & Kantur (2003) for the impact of these processes on the MENA financial system. activities such as the production of alcoholic beverages. Financial intermediation based on the principles of Islam has an established historical record and has made significant contributions to economic development over time. Financiers in early periods of Islam were known as sarrafs who undertook many of the traditional and basic functions of a conventional financial institution, such as intermediation between borrowers and lenders, operation of a secure and reliable domestic as well as cross-border payment system, and offering services such as issuance of promissory notes and letters of credit. 13 Sarrafs operated through an organized network and well-functioning markets, which established them as a sophisticated intermediary given the tools and technology of their time.
14 There is evidence that some of the concepts, contracts, practices and institutions developed in the Islamic legal sources of the late eighth century provided the foundations for similar instruments in Europe several centuries later.
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In Islam, the whole fabric of Divine Law is contractual in its conceptualization, content, and application. Islam forcefully places all economic relations on the firm footing of "contractus". 16 Islamic economics is based on a set of contracts and instruments which form the backbone and building blocks for more complex and elaborate frameworks.
17 13 For further details see Udovitch (1981) , who equated the function of sarrafs with a bank and considered them as "bankers without banks". 14 Chapra and Ahmed (2002) . It is claimed that financial intermediaries in the early Islamic period also helped each other overcome liquidity shortages on the basis of a mutual help arrangement. 15 Udovitch (1981) . 16 Mirakhor (1989) . Contractual foundation of the Shariah judges the virtue of justice in man not only for his material performance but also by the essential attribute of his forthright intention (niyya) with which he enters into every contract. This intention consists of sincerity, truthfulness and insistence on rigorous and loyal fulfillment of what he/she has consented to do (or not to do). This faithfulness to one's contractual obligations is so central to Islamic belief that when the Prophet was asked "who is the believer?" He replied that "a believer is a person in whom the people can trust their person and possessions." 17 Several instruments find their roots in the pre-Islamic period but were further developed and widely practiced after confirming their compatibility with the principles of Shariah, i.e. elimination of riba and gharar. 
1-Transactional contracts
The core transactional contracts are based on commodity trade based contracts like murabaha (mark-up or cost-plus), bay salam and bay mua'jal, which ultimately create instruments to provide financing of such economic transactions. It would not be an exaggeration to claim that the resultant financing techniques are somewhat similar to modern day asset-backed securities. Whereas a typical asset-backed security in the conventional system is a claim against a pool of assets, Islamic instruments are claims against individual assets. A distinct feature of such financial securities is that they resemble conventional debt securities characterized by a pre-determined pay-off with the difference that Islamic instruments are collateralized against a real asset. The result is that a financial claim is created against a real asset with a short-term maturity and relatively low risk.
Thus on one end of the risk continuum, the system offers asset-backed securities while on the other extreme the system promotes equity participation (musharaka). 19 In case of musharaka, the capital owner enters into a partnership by contributing equity with others in return for sharing profits and losses at a predetermined ratio. 20 The partners' contributions need not be equal, and contributions may be in the form of physical or intangible capital, such as labor, management, skill and goodwill. In between the two extremes, there are other collateralized securities originating from ijara (leasing) or istisna contracts attached to real assets, which can cater to the needs of investors looking for short to medium-term maturity. In addition to the foregoing transactional contracts, the system also offers contracts like Zakat and Qard-hassana, which are meant to promote social welfare. 19 In the case of mark-up or cost-plus modes of financing, the finance user stands obligated to pay back the entire financing. The repayment by the finance user is, in fact, predetermined in advance and hence becomes a sort of debt from the finance user's point of view. For further details, see F. Khan (1994) 20 In the early books of Fiqh, the partnership business has been discussed mainly under the caption of shirka. However, contemporary scholars have preferred to use the term musharaka to represent a broader concept combining features of shirka and mudaraba. Therefore, in the case of musharaka, a musharik also provides capital in addition to management skills. For further details, see Ayoub (2002) . Takaful is in the nature of mutual insurance contract 22 Another distinct feature of mudaraba is that the distribution of profits can only take place after the capital owner has retrieved his capital. Any intervening, possibly periodic distribution before the closing of the accounts is considered as tentative and subject to final review and revision to make good on any loss of capital. See Fadeel (2002) . 23 Ayoub (2002) 24 Vogel and Hayes (1998) 
-Intermediation contracts
B -Islamic Financial Intermediation: A Conceptual Framework
The set of instruments discussed above can be used to establish a formal model thus shows the deposits accepted on a mudaraba basis. Such profit-sharing investment 25 In musharaka and mudaraba, the ratio of profit distribution may differ from that of capital contribution, but the loss must be divided exactly in accordance with the ratio of capital invested by each of the partners. See Ayoub (2002) . 26 It is claimed that these instruments were used not only by Muslims but also by Jews and Christians to the extent that interest-bearing loans and other overly usurious practices were not in common use. See Udovitch (1981) and Chapra and Ahmed (2002) deposits are not liabilities (the capital is not guaranteed and they incur losses if the bank does so), but are a form of limited-term, non-voting equity.
The second tier represents the mudaraba contract between the bank as supplier of funds and the entrepreneurs who are seeking funds and agree to share profits with the bank according to a certain percentage stipulated in the contract. In this model, in addition to investment deposits, banks would accept demand deposits that yield no returns and are repayable on demand at par value and are treated as liabilities.
The model does not feature any specific reserve requirements on either investment or demand deposits. It has been argued that in contrast to investment deposits, demand deposits are liabilities which are not supposed to absorb any loss and therefore reserve requirement should be introduced for them. 27 A distinguishing feature of the "two-tier" model is that, by design, the assets and liabilities sides of a bank's balance sheet are fully integrated and thus minimize the need for active asset/liability management, which provides stability against economic shocks.
The second model is referred to as the "two-windows" model. It also features demand and investment accounts, but takes a different view from the "two-tier" model on reserve requirements. According to the "two-windows" model, bank "liabilities" are divided into two windows: one for demand deposits (liabilities in the strict sense) and the other for investment deposits (not strictly liabilities), the choice of the window being left to the depositors. Investment deposits are used to finance risk-bearing investment projects with the depositor's full awareness. The model requires banks to hold a 100 percent reserve on the demand deposits that are guaranteed by the bank and a zero percent reserve on the investment deposits that are used by the banks to finance risk-bearing investments.
On its "liabilities" side, an IFI offers current, savings, investment and special investment accounts to depositors ( An IFI may offer special investment accounts customized for high net-worth individuals or institutional clients. These accounts also operate on the principle of mudaraba, but the modes of investment of the funds and the distribution of profits are customized to the needs of the clients. In general, special investment accounts are linked to special investment opportunities identified by the IFI. These opportunities would have specific size and maturity and result from IFI participation in a syndication, private equity, joint venture or a fund. To some extent these special investment accounts resemble specialized funds to finance different asset classes. The maturity and distribution of profits for special investment accounts are negotiated separately for each account, with the yield directly related to the success of the particular investment project. 30 Special investment accounts have considerable potential for designing and developing funds with specific risk-return profiles to offer high net worth and corporate clients opportunities to manage portfolios and to perform risk management. In addition to deposits, IFI offer basic banking services, such as fund transfers, letters of credit, foreign exchange transactions and investment management and advice for a fee to retail and institutional clients.
30 Lewis and Algaoud (2001) .
LIABILITIES ASSETS
Equity
Demand Deposits Amana
Investment Accounts Mudaraba
Special Investment Accounts Mudaraba Musharaka
Asset-Backed Transactions
Trade Finance In addition, an IFI can provide short-term funds to its clients to meet their working capital needs. The short-term maturity of these instruments and their backing by real assets minimize their level of risk. IFI consider these securities highly attractive and give them preference over other investment vehicles.
For the medium-term maturity investments, IFI have several choices. They can invest in ijara and istisna based assets. 31 A benefit of these contracts is not only that they are backed by an asset, but they can also have either a fixed or floating rate feature, which can facilitate portfolio management. Common features of Islamic (ijara) and conventional leasing provide additional investment opportunities for IFI since investing in conventional leases with appropriate modifications can be made consistent with Shariah principles. In addition, IFI can set up special purpose (customized) portfolios to invest in a particular asset class and sector and can finance these portfolios by issuing special purpose mudarabas in the form of special investment accounts. In that sense, this segment of the asset side represents a fund of funds, each financed by matching mudaraba contracts on the liabilities side through special investment accounts. For longer-term maturity investments, IFI can engage into venture capital or private equity activities in the form of musharaka.
31 F. Khan (1994) points out that leasing would require a bank to deviate from its basic character as a financial intermediary, as it would require it to get involved in purchasing an asset and then keep its ownership until the asset is disposed of responsibility in terms of maintenance and associated costs over the life of the contract (at least for operating lease). Disposing of the asset requires not only bearing all risks resulting from price fluctuations, but also some marketing expertise. All this will require the bank to engage in activities beyond financial intermediation.
C -Islamic Financial Intermediation and Prevailing Practice
Current practices of IFI and the composition of their balance sheets differ from the theoretical models mentioned above in four aspects. These affect the industry's evolution and the challenges it poses to regulators.
The first difference appears in the significant deviation of the structure of assets from what the theory would prescribe. On the assets side of the balance sheet, as expected a clear preference for asset-backed securities (based on trade finance) is evident.
This preference is due to the fact that sale-related securities are considered low risk and resemble familiar conventional fixed-income securities in terms of the risk-return profile.
In conjunction with issues related to mudaraba and musharaka, these factors make these asset backed securities the preferred choice. In addition to trade-based instruments,
Islamic banks prefer leasing, considered to carry a lower risk and have less uncertain returns than musharaka or mudaraba. In a typical Islamic bank, sale and lease-based transactions dominate the assets portfolio and can exceed 80 percent, with the remainder allocated to profit-sharing arrangements. 32 As a result, IFI have limited themselves to a small set of asset classes that constrain their opportunities for portfolio diversification and its benefits. Although this practice is conservative in nature as assets are collateralized, it has associated costs in terms of additional exposure to credit and operational risk.
A second aspect of the divergence between the practice and the premises is in the choice and application of accounting policies that affect the allocation of income between shareholders and account holders or between different classes of account holders. In its essence, Islamic finance would be consistent with clear barriers in the deployment of assets between those funded by demand deposits, general investment accounts, special investment accounts and equity. However, current practice does not include such barriers, with the asset side treated as one large bucket with all stakeholders' funds comingled together. In other words, operating IFI claim to represent a hybrid of both commercial and investment banks more akin to universal banks. However, unlike 32 Iqbal and Mirakhor (2002) .
conventional universal banks, IFI do not erect firewalls to separate, legally, financially and managerially, their investment and commercial banking services. 33 As a result, investment accounts' funds are not "ring-fenced" from other funds, including those of equity holders. This is one of the most critical deviations in the practice of IFI and one that poses a tough challenge to regulators because different stakeholders of IFI need to be regulated under different regulating principles. Therefore, taking a one-solution-for-all approach becomes restrictive and may defeat the whole objective of regulation in this case.
A third divergence between practice and principles, related somewhat to the preceding issues, is the status of investment accounts. Although they are supposed to be operating on profit and loss principles, actual practice differs. IFI have faced the criticism that when they do write down the value of assets, they do not in practice write down the value of deposits. 34 This implies that losses on the asset side are absorbed by either other deposit holders or the equity holders. This practice raises a question on the degree of transparency and information disclosure they practice. It also raises the issue of the need to separate asset types to match them closely to liabilities either through fire-walling or segmentation.
A fourth divergence stems from the governance rights granted to investment account holders. Large investment accounts serve as a source of capital to finance pools of investments and assets of the financial institution, but their holders are not granted any participation in the governance or monitoring process. 35 The majority of investment account holders are individuals who may not organize themselves collectively to perform the necessary monitoring. Under such circumstances, the responsibility of regulators and
Shariah boards increases to make sure that an adequate monitoring mechanism is in place to protect the rights of investment account holders.
33 Karim (2001) . 34 Cunningham (2001) . 35 Archer, Karim and Al-Deehani (1998).
SECTION II: THE RISK PROFILE IN ISLAMIC FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION
In their intermediation function, IFI face risks that affect their ability to compete and to meet the interests of their stakeholders, namely, depositors, shareholders and regulators. A robust risk management capability, a business friendly institutional environment and an efficient regulatory framework would help Islamic banks reduce their exposure to risks, and enhance their ability to compete with conventional banks.
More importantly, these elements would permit their development on the basis of the authentic foundations of Islamic financial intermediation and reap the associated benefits.
This section presents an overview of the risk profile of an operating IFI with references to the theoretical model.
In the theoretical version, Islamic banks would at face value be less susceptible to instability than their conventional counterparts. This comparative advantage is rooted in the risk sharing feature where banks participate in the risks of their counter-parties, and investment depositors share the risks of the banking business. Direct market discipline is embedded in this risk-sharing principle. 36 In the theoretical model, any negative shock to an Islamic bank's asset returns is absorbed by both shareholders and investment depositors. 37 While depositors in the conventional system have a fixed claim on the returns to the bank's assets as they are paid a predetermined interest rate in addition to their guaranteed principal irrespective of the bank's profitability, holders of profitsharing investment accounts in the Islamic system share in the bank's profits and losses alongside the shareholders, and hence are exposed to the risk of losing all or part of their initial investment.
In prevailing practice, however, the risk-sharing advantage is "neutralized" when Islamic banks, operating in mixed systems, pay their investment account holders a competitive "market" return regardless of their actual performance and profitability. 38 As a result, equity holders' returns are displaced, creating for them a commercial risk. 36 Market discipline is one of the three main pillars recently emphasized by the Basle Committee in enhancing the stability of the international financial market. 37 See Khan & Ahmed (2001) and Baldwin (2002) . 38 Baldwin (2002 The outcome is dominance in the asset portfolios of short-term, low profit and safe trade related transactions limiting the funds that can be invested in longer-term, more profitable but riskier assets. In 1988, the bank distributed to its depositors an amount exceeding its profits, and the difference appeared in the bank's accounts as "loss carried forward". It is also reported that this bank was subject to temporary takeover by the Central Bank of Egypt; see Warde (2000) . 40 Khan & Ahmed (2001) .
41 See Greuning & Bratanovic (2003) . 42 The latter effect should impose indirect market discipline on Islamic banks, as will be discussed in the next section.
In addition, the reputation of the bank would be adversely affected by negligence or misconduct. Ali (2002) . 44 For instance, any profits accrued to the bank as a result of investment in non-Shariah acceptable assets would be distributed for charity purposes.
45 Archer & Ahmed (2003) . 46 Basle Committee on Banking Supervision (September 1998).
47 Khan & Ahmed (2001) .
48 Warde (2000) . Khan & Ahmed (2001) . 50 Khan & Ahmed (2001) . 51 As previously discussed, this results in lack of transparency and comparability in their financial statements; see Archer & Ahmed (2003) . 52 Khan & Ahmed (2001) . 53 Archer & Ahmed (2003) .
Negligence or mistakes in complying with regulations do expose banks to regulatory risk and may lead to penalties. Such risk may however result from a high degree of discretion on the part of the supervisor or from limited transparency in the regulation. 54 Confusion may also result in regulatory risk where Islamic banks are subject to dual regulation in countries with mixed systems of Islamic and conventional banking.
In addition, differences between the supervisory Shariah boards 55 (SSB) of individual IFI within each country as well as differences between the regulatory bodies in various countries may create general uncertainty as to the rules to be followed.
Treasury management function is a challenging task affecting the performance of Islamic banks, which are particularly vulnerable to liquidity risk given their limited opportunities to access funds to meet their obligations. Such risk results from the mismatch between the maturities of the two sides of the balance sheet, creating either a surplus of cash that needs to be invested or a shortage of cash that needs to be funded. Khan & Ahmed (2001) . 55 SSB is considered to be the governance body within each IFI, and it is responsible for approving the Shariah compliance of contracts as well as monitoring their proper implementation; see Archer & Ahmed (2003) . 56 Maroun (2002) . 57 It is estimated that IFIs have $20 to 30 billion available for short-term investment; Ali (2002) . 58 Secured commodity murabaha involves the purchase of commodities, traded on the London Metal Exchange, with the full payment of the spot price. This is followed by their sale to a third party on the basis of murabaha for a deferred payment with a maturity of one week to six months with spot delivery. Repayment of the principal and profit is usually guaranteed by an acceptable international bank. Short-term trade financing is similar to secured commodity murabaha except for the fact that it is mainly used to finance the importation of basic commodities needed locally, such as crude oil. See Maroun (2002) .
compatible instruments, the absence of qualified market makers and the limited dissemination of information and data hinder the development of well-functioning secondary markets where long-term instruments can be traded. For instance, long-term mudaraba investment certificates can provide liquidity for both the bank and the investor by enabling the latter to trade the certificates in the secondary market without the need to redeem them directly with the issuing bank. 59 In this respect, the establishment of the International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM) and the Liquidity Management Center (LMC) should permit a more efficient management of IFIs' liquidity needs.
Islamic banks are also exposed to credit risk. It is a counter-party risk inherent in some modes of Islamic finance. Exposure to such risk is increased by the absence of well developed credit risk assessment systems and associated expertise for Islamic banks. For instance, counter-party risk arises when an Islamic bank makes payment in a bay mua'ajal contract, or delivers assets in a murabaha deal before receiving payment, hence being exposed to potential loss. In bay salam or istisna contracts, the bank is exposed to the risk of failure to supply on time or at all, or failure to supply the quality of goods as contractually specified. There may also be other related price risks, such as inventory storage costs associated with the nature of salam agricultural-based contracts.
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In PLS activities, use of mudaraba on the assets side of the balance sheet gives rise to moral hazard problems. While rabb-ul-mal (IFI) bears all the losses in case of a negative outcome, IFI cannot oblige users of the funds (mudarib) to take the appropriate action or exert the required level of effort needed to generate the expected level of returns. Such situations can be exploited by users of IFI's funds. 61 Also, the bank does not have the right to monitor or to participate in management of the project and hence may loose its principal investment in addition to its potential profit share if the entrepreneur's books show a loss.
62 59 As a result of these constraints, most transactions take place in the primary market with limited trading in the secondary market. Ijara sukuk, issued by the Bahrain Monetary Authority (BMA), present an exception for which a secondary market exists. They are traded on the Bahrain Stock Exchange. See Maroun (2002) . 60 Khan & Ahmed (2001) . 61 Lewis & Algaoud (2002) .
62 Errico & Farahbaksh (1998) .
Mudaraba can also expose an Islamic bank to principal-agent problems where the bank enters into the mudaraba contract as rabb-ul-mal or principal, and the mudarib is the agent. The user of the funds (mudarib) may have incentives to expand the expenditures on the projects and to increase the consumption of non-pecuniary benefits at the expense of pecuniary returns since the increased consumption is partly borne by the bank while the benefits are entirely consumed by the entrepreneur. A similar problem arises on the liabilities side, where investment account holders place their money with IFI on a mudaraba basis.
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The moral hazard problem would be reduced in musharaka where the capital of the partner (musharik) will also be at stake. Furthermore, equity partnership would minimize the problem of informational asymmetry as the IFI would have the right to participate in the management of project in which it is investing.
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However, the musharaka asset class has an associated cost in the form of adverse selection and therefore requires extensive screening, information-gathering and monitoring. Each musharaka contract would require careful analysis and negotiation of PLS arrangements leading to higher cost of intermediation for an IFI.
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As a result of the problems associated with mudaraba and musharaka, IFI would tend to allocate limited funds to these asset classes. This implies an increased reliance on asset-backed securities limiting IFI's choice of investment, and may ultimately hamper their ability to efficiently manage risks and diversify their portfolio.
Islamic banks face a market risk regarding notably murabaha contracts.
Movements in the underlying benchmark interest rate alter the value of the murabaha contract held by the bank. 66 Islamic banks are exposed to such risk as their mark-up rate 63 This gives rise to fiduciary risk as previously discussed. 64 Khan (1994) claims that IFI is able to invest in large enterprises because the users of the funds owning large stakes in the business would not put the banks in a disadvantageous position in terms of risk, which may reduce overall risk and thus improve the profitability of the bank. 65 Sadr and Iqbal (2000) provide empirical evidence that increased monitoring resulted in an increase in the portfolio size of musharaka contracts on the assets side of the balance sheet of an IFI. Additional monitoring recovered its costs in higher returns. 66 They often use the underlying market interest rate, usually the LIBOR, as a benchmark to price their financing facilities; specifically, murabaha.
is held fixed for the duration of the contract while the benchmark rate changes. 
SECTION III: THE REGULATION OF ISLAMIC FINANCE
On the basis of the foregoing review of the nature of Islamic financial intermediation as well as the risks faced by IFI and the financial system in which they operate, the following considers the regulatory framework the industry would need. This is done by considering sequentially the current legal and regulatory framework governing IFI, the rationale for regulation, the regulatory options and necessary conditions for effective regulation.
A-Current Legal and Regulatory Practice
The intermediation, the essential building blocks for the formulation and implementation of public policy are coming into place. Exploiting the synergies between these initiatives will be essential for a growing industry consolidating its credentials.
B -Why Financial Regulation
Considering the theoretical models of either the "two-tier mudaraba" or "twowindows", and conventional rationales for regulation, this paper argues in the following that it is reasonable to propose minimal regulation of IFI operating according to the core risk sharing principles. However, prevailing practice of Islamic finance appears to present risks akin to those in conventional banking and would require a similar regulatory framework. In reaching these views, the paper proceeds by first outlining rationales for regulation. It is believed that clarity on the rationale for regulation is an important prerequisite to avoid either over-regulating and stifling business activity, or underregulating and leaving too much room for risk-taking in the pursuit of profitability.
74 See also Chapra & Khan (2000) and Mulajawan, Dar, and Hall (2002) .
There are diverse views on the need for regulation in conventional finance. They range from positions of almost total opposition to any regulation, 75 to the justification of broad, intrusive regulation. These positions reflect varying views on different rationales for regulation, in particular: i) the supply of a public good; ii) the protection of public resources, or iii) the enhancement of the integrity of fiduciary contracts. Islamic finance has been subject to a similar diversity of views. For example El Sheikkh (2000) mentions, among others, "the widely held view by Islamic jurists … that Islamic banks should not be regulated or supervised by any authority".
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While acknowledging the latter view, Chapra and Khan (2000) argue the need for regulation. In the following, the paper contrasts prevailing rationales for regulation with various arguments made notably by Chapra and Khan (2000) for the regulation of IFI.
The paper considers sequentially the public good, protection of depositors and integrity of fiduciary contracts views of regulation, and then assesses their relevance to IFI.
(1) Public Good View. In conventional finance, one view is that regulation provides a public good that the market cannot supply on its own. This perspective would proceed from two premises. A first one is that the objective of prudential regulation is the mitigation of risks taken by stakeholders (e.g., depositors) unable to undertake on their own the necessary due diligence to assess these risks. In practice, it is the inability of a majority of depositors to assess the quality of the contract they enter into when they decide to place their resources with a financial institution. Some stakeholders have sufficient investment savvy to develop these assessments on their own and would not in principle need, in the same degree, the support of public regulation, except for transparency and disclosure requirements necessary to conduct their due diligence.
75 Rodriguez (2002) . 76 El Sheikkh (2000) .
A second premise of the public good approach is that the objective of prudential regulation is the mitigation of risks of disruption of the normal business performed by the financial system in terms of payments or the provision of liquidity. Such systemic risks could be the outcome of a spillover from distress in one institution unable to honor its commitments, undermining the confidence in the system. It could also be the result of a failure in the payments system itself, whether its material infrastructure or the mechanisms and instruments to exchange liquidity.
From the foregoing, public prudential regulation supplies two types of public services: a) the mitigation of the risks faced by the stakeholders needing protection, in various degrees, and b) the mitigation of the risks that could lead to dangerous systemic disruptions and contagion. Consequently, from the public good perspective, prudential regulation would call for a clear sense of the type, quality and quantity of the public good to be delivered, as well as the nature of the risks and risk exposure or values at risk involved.
(2) Protection of Public Resources View. Another conventional finance view of financial regulation is that the existence of an explicit or implicit safety net, notably in the form of deposit insurance, creates a government contingent liability. The existence of such a commitment of public resources would entail not only the right, but also the duty of the public authority to regulate activities whose performance may endanger these resources. This view is not unrelated to the public good perspective as the existence of deposit insurance is itself a public service.
(3) Integrity of Fiduciary Contracts. Another perspective on regulation is provided by a focus on the fiduciary nature of the business of finance. The role of regulation is seen here as the provision of sufficient checks and bounds to mitigate the risks of the intermediary failing the trust of its stakeholders. These are generally seen as the depositors, but also include small shareholders, raising the importance of corporate governance.
Four reasons presented by Chapra and Khan (2000) for the regulation of IFI are discussed in light of the foregoing three views on the rationale for regulation. a) Systemic considerations, particularly the need to maintain an orderly payments system and ensure the development of the economy.
• The promotion of orderly payments is clearly in the nature of a public good and consistent with this rationale for financial regulation. Whether in the theoretical model of an IFI or in current practice, regulation is likely to be required to mitigate the risks of disruption in payments.
• The promotion of economic development may be beyond the role that should be assigned to financial regulation. The latter can promote trust in the financial system, encourage more intermediation and diminish the risk of failure, all elements that would encourage activity expansion.
However the design of financial regulation to directly promote development may distort its objectives of ensuring soundness and stability and pose difficult challenges for regulators having to choose between promoting economic development and ensuring the stability of the financial system. b) Protecting the interest of demand depositors. In terms of a theoretical IFI model, the case for introducing regulation to protect depositors is less compelling than in conventional finance. This view seems to underlie the "two-tier mudaraba" model that does not envisage any reserve requirement. The essence of Islamic financial intermediation being symmetrical risk as well as profit and loss sharing, introducing a guarantee on the downside would run counter to the core objective.
Investment depositors should however expect to be informed on the features of the contract they enter into and have a recourse if it is breached. Hence regulation promoting the integrity of fiduciary contracts would be consistent with the theoretical IFI model. 77 With existing IFI, depositors may not always be fully apprised on the risks they face in principle with their deposits while at the same time IFI try to protect their deposit base by providing sufficient security assurance and returns. In this case, there is a case for regulation that seeks to protect depositors, public resources and fiduciary contract integrity. The protection of demand depositors is envisaged in the "two-windows" model and can be justified through either of the three perspectives considered in this paper.
c) Ensuring compliance with Shariah. The relationship between civil and religious law varies across national jurisdictions. In the case where there is an orientation toward a strong separation, it would be difficult to justify assigning to public authorities the role of ensuring that banking activities comply with Shariah. This would be considered a private religious matter that does not call for public intervention. The issue of truth in disclosure and in advertisement would however remain and would allow stakeholders to have a recourse. This would not however be a matter of financial regulation, but one of broad institutional infrastructure for business. In jurisdictions where the distinction between civil and religious law is less pronounced, one can well see a public policy choice for assigning to a public regulator the role of ensuring that banking activity complies with Shariah.
d) Supporting the integration of IFI in the international financial system. Integration
would develop from the participation of IFI in the financing of international trade and international payments. Counterparts of IFI would want to be satisfied of the ability and commitment of IFI to fulfill the contracts they enter into. In this respect national and international regulation can be founded on the public good need to ensure orderly participation in international payments and the integrity of fiduciary contracts. 77 The protection of demand depositors, e.g., amana deposits, and their role in payments could call for some regulation, however. At the same time, it raises the issue of the nature of the business in which the institution is engaged.
C -Regulatory Options
Regulators have traditionally governed their jurisdictions through direct rules mostly on capital, assets and income allocations. 78 At the same time, regulatory changes often lag financial developments and may consequently either constrain the ability of financial institutions to flexibly manage their portfolios, or provide them with opportunities to take unchecked risks implicitly comforted by the existing safety net. 79 In adapting to these developments, the profession is now moving toward letting regulated institutions assess and manage their risks within a framework agreed on with the regulator. 80 In this context, numerous voices call for the introduction of mechanisms to let the market impose the needed discipline on financial intermediaries, 81 while others have questioned the applicability and effectiveness of such market reliant approaches.
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In light of the foregoing, two sets of issues face regulators of IFI, once they have clarified the rationale for the introduction of regulation. These issues relate first to the type of regulation needed and second to the method of regulation. In terms of type of regulation, one can consider issues such as capital, transparency or licensing requirements. The method of regulation can rely in various degrees on direct "command and control" rules, on market discipline (direct and/or indirect) or institution home developed risk assessments. The type and method of regulation chosen will depend on the rationale for regulation adopted and on the type of IFI considered, be it a model Islamic financial intermediary or in line with prevailing practice.
78 This is described as "the increasingly ineffective command-and-control regulations" in Chami, Khan, and Sharma (2003) . 79 MacLachlan (2001) . 80 See notably Basel Committee On Banking Supervision (BCBS) (2003) . 81 See Calomiris (1999) and Evanoff & Wall (2000) . The essence of market discipline is to induce market investors to penalize excessive risk-taking by raising funding cost and limiting its availability. This can happen directly with depositors demanding higher returns or withdrawing their deposits. It can happen indirectly if there is an asset traded in the market whose price promptly reflects investors' assessments of the risks that the institution that has issued them is taking. 82 Basel Committee On Banking Supervision (BCBS) (2003), Bliss (2001) and Karacadag & Shrivastava (2000) .
(1) In a theoretical IFI model, minimal regulation is expected with less emphasis on capital requirements, more on transparency and disclosure, probably more on screening management profile and business line in licensing, and equivalent in supervision as compared to conventional banking. There would be also an expectation of larger reliance on direct market discipline and less on "command and control regulation".
Theoretical IFI models developed to date could be either the "two-tier mudaraba"
or "two-window" type, in essence using mostly PLS accounts on both sides of the balance sheets. They would provide trade finance or facilitation as well as payments services.
They would take amana deposits as part of these services. The PLS intermediation has direct market discipline embedded in it and hence should not lead to a capital requirement. Some minimal capital may be needed for protecting the reputation of the institution, that is its legitimacy as a partner for all its stakeholders. 83 But one could argue that sufficient transparency and disclosure should allow markets to judge this legitimacy and induce the institution on its own volition to maintain the needed level of capital. The case for a capital requirement to protect orderly payments and amana deposits would be stronger. It is not likely to lead to the same capital requirement and would suggest the need to consider the appropriateness of bundling the intermediation and payments services in the same balance sheet. Consequently, the regulation of a theoretical IFI would need to put a heavy emphasis on transparency and disclosure as well as licensing requirements, but de-emphasize a capital requirement.
(2) In an existing IFI, prevailing intermediation practices would seem to point to the need for equivalent emphasis on a capital requirement, supervision and licensing, and a larger one on transparency and disclosure, compared to conventional banks.
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Competitive pressure is inducing IFI in the market to provide sufficient safety and return to depositors in unrestricted investment accounts. They consequently face the risk of "displacing" shareholders in their returns and capital to accommodate these depositors.
As a result they are practically facing a similar intermediation risk to conventional banks and should therefore be subject to similar capital and supervision requirements. The pooling of amana, unrestricted investment deposits and capital in funding their assets raises transparency issues for the distribution of returns or losses. It consequently calls for rigorous transparency and disclosure requirements. It would also call for significant scrutiny in licensing, notably with respect to managers' profiles.
D -Requisites for Effective Regulation
Effective regulation requires readable, reliable signals of the risks that a financial institution faces resulting from its own behavior or from events external to it, as well as risks that may affect the financial system through contagion, or infrastructure failure. It also requires an ability to process these readable signals and to introduce the appropriate corrective actions as needed. As such it may be more akin to sophisticated art that uses advanced techniques. 85 But even if art presumes independence and creativity, beyond the availability of a good technique, it still requires the necessary tools.
In this respect the role of the broader institutional infrastructure is core. Of particular importance would be the clarity and enforceability of property rights, the quality of contract law and opportunity to bring prompt remedies to breaches, the efficiency of judicial recourse and other dispute resolution mechanisms. The majority of existing IFI operate however in jurisdictions where there is much left to be desired in these matters, which adversely affects their development.
More closely related to finance, the quality and transparency of accounting and auditing play a crucial role. Measurement and comparison of risk exposure should underlie regulation. The efforts at establishing accounting and auditing standards for IFI have made a significant contribution in this respect. However, disclosure of accounting results may not be an adequate instrument for risk assessment because, as a structure, 85 Although dealing with the Federal Reserve policies and not regulation per se, Woodward's title of his book on A. Greenspan, "The Maestro," is indicative of this aspect.
accounting is directed toward value, not risk allocation. 86 This situation gives additional importance to other services, such as the collection and dissemination of financially relevant information and credit rating. In addition it would call for renewed efforts at enhancing the relevance of accounting and auditing for risk assessment.
With financial innovation, including through IFI, various instruments and structures are emerging to meet the demand for specific services. As a result, the functions of financial institutions are evolving continuously. Such increased fluidity of the objects of regulation calls for nimbleness and skills on the part of the regulator with a frequent assessment of the adequacy of their perspective.
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SECTION IV: A VISION FOR THE ISLAMIC FINANCE INDUSTRY
The combination of services offered by operating IFI and the prevailing practices they follow compound the difficulties of designing a regulatory framework to govern them. First, the problem of co-mingled funds from different classes of deposit holders needs to be addressed. One approach could be to encourage IFI to structure their operations in clearly defined and separated segments catering to different classes of depositors depending on their respective investment objectives. For example, one class of depositors may be looking for custodial services only, while the others may need to place funds for performing day to day transactions and therefore would not exhibit any risk appetite. Similarly, there may be a class of depositors that is less risk averse and therefore would like IFI to deploy its savings for longer term.
Therefore, a vision consistent with principles could see an IFI structured as a group of fairly independent entities, each designed to optimize the functional demands of its clients. This view is elaborated in figure 4 , which shows three distinct segments. agreement with the depositors would be similar to the fiduciary responsibility of a mutual fund in a conventional system, the same regulatory principles would apply.
Segment C is designed for investors who would be willing to take additional risk and would like to participate in riskier investments, like private equity or venture capital.
IFI could deploy these funds on the basis of musharaka or mudaraba instruments. When funds are invested on musharaka basis, the IFI also gains rights to participate in the governance of the enterprise, which raises another issue for regulators. The IFI as equity participant becomes an institutional investor that has a vested interest in the governance of the institutions, the recipients of funds. This implies that the financial institution itself becomes a stakeholder in the enterprises that depend on funds it provides. Since Islamic financial principles advocate a stakeholder approach to corporate governance, the IFI would be expected to conduct active monitoring of enterprises it invests in. In these circumstances, the IFI would behave in a similar way to financial institutions in a bankbased or insider system practiced in Germany or Japan. It would be expected that a representative of IFI participate in supervisory boards of enterprises in which they have considerable investment and a long-term relationship. The IFI's relationship with musharaka enterprises would be of long-term nature with active involvement in governance in contrast to a short-term, transactional relationship.
To summarize, an IFI structured to provide financial intermediation through clearly segmented windows or even separate institutions would make the task of regulators easier. Each entity could then be subject to a regulating principle most suited to its nature.
SECTION V: CONCLUSION: THE REGULATORY CHALLENGES AHEAD
Regulators cannot avoid acknowledging the presence of an industry handling in excess of $200 billion, growing fast at more than 10% annually, and with a market potential possibly close to 10% of global GDP. These same facts point, however, to the need for flexibility and alertness on the part of regulators, given the emerging nature of the industry, its need to adapt to the needs of the markets it serves, the competitive pressure from conventional finance, the variations of views on the role it should play and the divergence between its practice and the theoretical model on which it is based.
Under the circumstances, regulators would want to consider a two-pronged strategy: managing the transition, and shaping the vision. In managing the transition, regulators need to promote the stability of existing IFI whose financial intermediation practices reflect the conditions of their environment and their stakeholders' demands.
These practices and the risks associated with them, outlined in this paper, include: a) the presence of balance sheets with limited weight of profit and loss sharing accounts, b) an emphasis on trade and short-term financing, c) risks akin to ones faced by conventional banks, like "displacement risks", and d) market risks based on interest rates benchmarks used by conventional banks. Given the close affinity of prevailing practice of established Islamic finance and conventional banking, the regulatory framework in the transition should be mostly similar to the one applying to the regulatory framework of conventional banks. One overarching issue that needs to be addressed is the standardization of contracts and major financial instruments across the industry to facilitate growth, ease access to liquidity and enhance risk assessment capabilities. Transparency enhancements are also essential for the development of the industry.
Beyond the transition, a consensus on a vision of the nature of the industry, the role it would play in the development of the communities it serves, and how it would play it will be essential for its sustainable development. A significant intellectual effort geared at providing practical ways of achieving consistency between the demands of the market place and underlying principles will need to be ongoing. This effort will need to include debates that remain substantive, consultative, and evidence-based. In particular it is important to be clear on the type of Islamic financial intermediation being considered with a special attention given to the different nature of the theoretical model and current practices.
This paper outlines elements of a possible vision that would be compatible with the fundamental principles of Islamic finance. In particular it sees merit in considering separating the functions of Islamic intermediation in various windows or institutions.
Such a separation could permit the development of financial intermediation more consistent with the fundamental principles of risk-sharing, materiality and no exploitation. At the same time it could help enhance the transparency of the industry. It would also bring to bear the market discipline features embedded in the nature of Islamic financial intermediation, and contribute to its stability. An Islamic financial industry incorporating such a segmentation would likely require lighter and more focused regulation, enhancing its competitiveness.
The paper contributes also conceptual benchmarks that could help shape an appropriate regulatory framework for the transition, as well as for an industry evolved toward practices more consistent with its premises. In particular the paper discusses various rationales for the introduction of regulation and the implications for their configuration. Considering the regulation of existing IFI, prevailing intermediation practices would seem to point to the need for equivalent emphasis on capital requirement, supervision and licensing, and a larger one on transparency and disclosure, compared to conventional banks. Considering the theoretical IFI model, one can expect minimal regulation with less emphasis on capital requirements, more on transparency and disclosure, probably more on screening management profile and business line in licensing, and an equivalent in supervision as compared to what applies to conventional banking. There would be also an expectation of larger reliance on direct market discipline and less on "command and control regulation".
Annex I Glossary of some Arabic terms Amana (Demand deposits)
Deposits held at the bank for safekeeping purpose. They are guaranteed in capital value, and earn no return. Bay mu'ajal (Pre-delivery, deferred payment)
The seller can sell a product on the basis of a deferred payment, in installments or in a lump sum. The price of the product is agreed upon between the buyer and the seller at the time of the sale, and cannot include any charges for deferring payment. Bay salam (Pre-payment, deferred delivery)
The buyer pays the seller the full negotiated price of a product that the seller promises to deliver at a future date. Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) It refers to Islamic jurisprudence that covers all aspects of life: religious, political, social and economic. Fiqh is mainly based on interpretations of the Qur'an and Sunna (sayings and deeds of the prophet). Ijara (Lease, lease purchase) A party leases a particular product for a specific sum and a specific time period. In the case of a lease purchase, each payment includes a portion that goes toward the final purchase and transfer of ownership of the product. Istisna (Deferred payment, deferred delivery) A manufacturer (contractor) agrees to produce (build) and to deliver a certain good (or premise) at a given price on a given date in the future. The price does not have to be paid in advance (in contrast to bay salam). It may be paid in installments or part may be paid in advance while the balance to be paid later on, based on the preferences of the parties.
Ju'ala (Service charge)
A party pays another a specified amount of money as a fee for rendering a specific service in accordance to the terms of the contract stipulated between the two parties. This mode usually applies to transactions such as consultations & professional services, fund placements and trust services.
Kifala
It is a pledge given to a creditor that the debtor will pay the debt, fine or liability. A third party becomes surety for the payment of the debt if unpaid by the person originally liable. Mudaraba (Trustee finance contract)
Rabb -ul-mal (capital' s owner) provides the entire capital needed to finance a project while the entrepreneur offers his labor and expertise. Profits are shared between them at a certain fixed ratio, whereas financial losses are exclusively borne by rabb -ul-mal. The liability of the entrepreneur is limited only to his time and effort. Murabaha (Mark-up financing)
The seller informs the buyer of his cost of acquiring or producing a specified product. The profit margin is then negotiated between them. The total cost is usually paid in installments.
Musharaka (Equity participation)
The bank enters into an equity partnership agreement with one or more partners to jointly finance an investment project. Profits (and losses) are shared strictly in relation to the respective capital contributions.
Qard Hassana (Beneficence loans)
These are zero -return loans that the Qur'an encourages Muslims to make to the needy. Banks are allowed to charge borrowers a service fee to cover the administrative expenses of handling the loan. The fee should not be related to the loan amount or maturity. Shariah (Islamic Law)
The Islamic Law extracted from the Qur'an and Sunna (sayings & deeds of the Prophet) Takaful Arabic name for insurance based on Shariah rules. An Islamic Insurance is a collective protection scheme. It literally means solidarity. Takaful reflects solidarity and is akin to mutual insurance.
Wikala
An Agency contract which may include in its terms a fee for the agent. Same contract can also be used to give a power of attorney to someone to represent another's interests.
Zakat
Religious tax to be deducted from wealth to be paid to the needy. Sources: Archer & Ahmed (2003) , Chapra & Ahmed (2002) and Errico & Farrahbaksh (1998) 
